Rose Li & Associates, Inc. (RLA) builds communities that move science forward. Science depends on many people
working in collaboration around the globe: researchers, drug and device makers, policy makers, patients, historians of
science, and ethicists. RLA brings stakeholders into face-to-face conversation by facilitating committees, working groups,
and conferences; we bring stakeholders into virtual conversation by developing literature reviews, summaries, and
reports that circulate critical information; we extend conversations by developing IT solutions that support data sharing
and analysis; we bring key voices into the conversation by conducting survey research and analysis; and we guide some
of the most important conversations of all—strategic planning that sets the agenda of future scientific research.
Since our inception in 2003, RLA has built a reputation as a contractor of choice to more than 15 Institutes / Centers /
Offices within the National Institutes of Health (NIH), the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), the Agency
for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ), the Departments of Transportation, Veterans Affairs, and Education, elite
academic institutions, large pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, and influential nonprofit organizations.

Researching and synthesizing the best evidence through …

Research and Analysis

Supporting the power to convene through …

Virtual and In-Person Conference Services

Transforming complexity into clarity through …

Science Writing and Communications

Developing the best solutions and strategies through …

Program Management Support
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541x Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
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Services
5417x Scientific Research and Development Services
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561499 All other business support services
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